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Conflict Update # 91 

June 15th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces launched ground assaults in 

Severodonetsk and settlements in its vicinity but 

have not taken full control over the city as of June 

15. 

Russian forces launched largely unsuccessful 
offensive operations around the T1302 Bakhmut-

Lysychansk highway in an effort to cut Ukrainian 

ground lines of communication (GLOCs) to 

Lysychansk. 

Russian forces continued efforts to advance 

along the E40 highway to Slovyansk and southeast 

of Izyum. 

Russian and Ukrainian forces continued to 

fight in northeastern settlements around Kharkiv 

City. 

Russian forces continued to fortify fallback 

positions in Zaporizhia and Kherson Oblasts, while 

undertaking defensive measures to strengthen 

Russian presence in the Black Sea. 

The Kremlin and proxy republics continue to 

pursue ad hoc annexation policies in 

occupied territories. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern Kharkiv, 

Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces 

continued ground assaults in and around 

Severodonetsk but have not yet captured the Azot industrial plant or taken full control of the city as of June 15. They 

have largely isolated Ukrainian troops in Severodonetsk from their lines of communication and are attacking 

Severodonetsk from multiple directions and also conducted an unsuccessful assault in Toshkivka, likely to drive 

northwards towards Lysychansk instead of conducting an opposed river crossing after having destroyed bridge access to 

Lysychansk from Severodonetsk. Russian forces continued to fire on settlements surrounding Severodonetsk to further 

isolate Ukrainian troops and complicate their withdrawal or re-supply efforts. 

Russian forces continued offensive operations towards Slovyansk from the southeast of Izyum and made incremental 

gains on June 15. A Russian Telegram channel claimed that Russian forces captured Dolyna, about 20 kilometers 
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northwest of Slovyansk along the E40 (also known as the 

M03) highway. Russian forces additionally continued 

fighting in Dolyna in Krasnopillya and are likely using their 

positions around Bohorodychne to launch operations to 

the southeast along the E40 highway. 

They continued ground assaults east of Bakhmut and 

made marginal gains along the critical T1302 Bakhmut-

Lysychansk highway on June 15, and reportedly broke 

through Ukrainian defenses in Vrubivka and are fighting 

for control of Mykolaivka, Yasylivka, Yakovlikva, and 

Berestove, all settlements within 10 kilometers of the 

T1302. 

The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) additionally noted that 

Russian forces re-deployed one battalion tactical group 

(BTG) to the Bakhmut area from Kupyansk and deployed 

unspecified elements of the 8th Combined Arms Army to 

the Komyshuvakha-Popasna area. This deployment to the 

Bakhmut area indicates that Russian forces are increasingly 

prioritizing their force grouping around Bakhmut in order to 

drive up the T1302 highway and complete the encirclement 

of Lysychansk and Severodonetsk. 

Russian forces may be staging false flag attacks around 

Donetsk City to dissuade pro-Ukrainian sentiment. Local 

residents of Donetsk City and Makiivka reported heavy 

shelling of infrastructure within both cities. Donetsk 

People’s Republic (DNR) authorities accused Ukrainian 

forces of conducting the artillery strikes, but social media 

users and the Ukrainian Center for Counteracting 

Disinformation denied these claims and stated that they 

were likely perpetrated by Russian troops in order to foster 

anti-Ukrainian sentiments or encourage mobilization into 

proxy forces. These potential false flag attacks may be a 

response to statements made by Western officials on June 

15 announcing increasing military aid for Ukraine. 
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Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces 

continued ground assaults northeast of Kharkiv City to push 

Ukrainian troops away from occupied frontiers near the 

Russian border on June 15. Russian forces are likely fighting 

in Rubizhne (in Kharkiv, not Luhansk Oblast), Tsupivka, 

Ternova, Staryi Saltiv, and Verkhnii Saltiv. Russian troops 

continued to fire on settlements around Kharkiv City. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian forces 

continued to focus on defensive operations in preparation 

for potential Ukrainian counterattacks along the Southern 

Axis on June 15. 

UGS stated that Russian forces are improving their 

engineering equipment around two settlements just 

southeast of Davydiv Brid, where Ukrainian forces are still 

conducting limited counterattacks.  

Their forces are additionally regrouping in Zaporizhia Oblast. 

The Zaporizhia Regional Military Administration reported 

that Russian troops are fortifying positions in Dniprorudne 

(western Zaporizhia Oblast) with equipment from Crimea 

and regrouping around Vasylivka to support operations 

along the Vasylivka-Orikhiv-Huliapole line.  

UGS stated that Russian forces additionally deployed an 

electronic warfare complex to Melitopol, likely to further 

support their defensive presence in Zaporizhia and 

counter ongoing partisan actions. 

Russian forces are likely attempting to strengthen their 

presence in the northwestern Black Sea. Satellite imagery 

from June 14 shows an increase in fortifications and 

military equipment on Snake Island. The Russian-

appointed Kherson occupation administration stated 

that the Kherson Commerical Sea Port has resumed 

operations and will begin cargo transport. While 

Ukrainian forces still control the critical coastline location 
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of Ochakiv, Mykolaiv Oblast, and can possibly interdict Russian shipping, Russian forces likely intend to strengthen control 

over port access in the Black Sea under the protection of a fortified naval presence on Snake Island. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Head of the Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) Denis Pushilin continued attempts 

to establish economic partnerships between occupied areas of Donetsk Oblast with Russian territories. Pushilin met with 

the governors of Chelyabinsk Oblast and the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug in order to agree on a patronage 

framework for cooperation with occupied Volnovakha and Yasinuvata.  

Pushilin additionally met with governor of St. Petersburg to arrange for the restoration of Mariupol. He is likely seeking 

to arrange for infrastructure assistance to restore these cities, but his continuous pursuit of ad hoc arrangements with 

Russian territorial bodies indicates continued inconsistencies between annexation policies pursued by DNR authorities. 

Russian authorities are continuing to face difficulties implementing their occupation agendas due to pro-Ukrainian 

pressure in occupied areas. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported that unidentified Ukrainian partisans targeted 

employees of the Russian Emergency Ministry in Mariupol on June 9 and 11. UGS Center additionally claimed that Russian 

occupation authorities are unable to open schools in occupied Berdyansk due to resistance from Ukrainian teachers, who 

are refusing to teach under Russian curricula. Such pro-Ukrainian action will likely continue to disrupt Russian efforts to 

consolidate full-scale administrative control of occupied areas and Russian annexation agendas. 

Ukraine showed no signs of obeying a Russian ultimatum to surrender the eastern city of Sievierodonetsk as NATO 

defense ministers gathered in Brussels to discuss sending more heavy weapons to replenish Kyiv's dwindling stocks. 

Russia had told Ukrainian forces holed up in a chemical plant in the shattered city to stop "senseless resistance and lay 

down arms" from Wednesday morning, pressing its advantage in the battle for control of eastern Ukraine. 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy urged the European Union to let his country start on the road to membership 

of the bloc, warning that Russia's territorial ambitions stretched from Warsaw to Sofia. 

"If Russia wants to end the war - because that's what they say in the media - they have to sit down at the negotiating 

table. The negotiating table on Ukraine is impossible without Ukraine. Therefore, these negotiations must be direct. We 

can talk to intermediaries, we can talk without intermediaries - I don't care. If the Russian Federation is ready to end the 

war, which means to withdraw troops from our territories, I am personally ready for such a format at any moment," said 

Zelenskyy, adding that every opportunity should be used to end the war, no matter how difficult it is. 

The wider aim? - Although the West will continue to supply and re-supply Ukraine, once Russia incorporates the 

Donbas into the greater “Russia,” with some zones already having been declared “Russian,” then look for the West to 

start pushing for a negotiated settlement. They have no desire to engage Russia, especially if it declares war and 

mobilizes, in any direct conflagration. It is not in their interests to do so. 

They will look to contain Russia in the east of Ukraine but secure the larger Ukrainian land mass as “Western.” 

Then watch for what happens in Belarus, already the center of seething discontent with Russian meddling and 

interference. Alexander Lukashenko, the president is hugely unpopular, propped up by misinformation, rigged elections, 

and Putin. BUT the same proposition applies here as does in Ukraine. 

Instead look for the West to distract the equilibrium by meddling in Belarussian affairs. They already have deep ties to 

Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya, leader of the opposition. Here is a headline from two days ago  

“Belarusian partisans stand ready to overthrow dictator Alexander Lukashenko—Vladimir Putin's key ally—

when Ukraine defeats Russia's invasion, Belarus' exiled opposition leader has said.” 
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This is why Lukashenko hasn’t entered the war from the north in support of Putin – because moving his armed forces 

south and out of Belarus creates an immediate power enforcement vacuum and will see prompt resistance fighting 

overthrow his regime. 

The (Western) intent will be, in the short to medium term create a north/south line buffer running from the Baltic Sea to 

the Mediterranean Sea. 

The danger of course is in pushing Russia into the Chinese sphere.  

Russian collapse – hence the advancing 

sanctions and isolation and warnings to 

China – will hopefully see a “western tilt” 

– exposing what I believe is the hidden 

agenda throughout the current conflict – 

attending to the Chinese 25 year to 30-

year threat. 

Once again the Belarus/Ukraine zone rises 

to prominence in global startegies, 

especially in western/eastern European 

affairs. 

In the map, dark blue are NATO members 

and lighter blue possible future “western-

leaning” states. The line seperating 

Ukraine is the Donbas split. 

Impacts 

Putin’s War Accelerating Ukraine’s Demographic Collapse - Ukraine experienced sharp demographic decline 

even before Putin launched his full-scale re-invasion earlier this year. The Ukrainian population fell from 52 million in 

1993 to just over 41 million by the start of 2022. For that matter, it would have been declining even if the Soviet Union 

had not disintegrated and Ukraine had not acquired its independence. However, the expanded Russian military action 

this year not only killed thousands of Ukrainian soldiers and civilians and led to the emigration of several million more, it 

also suppressed the birthrate while increasing the death rate among those remaining. 

Ukrainian, Russian and other experts are united in predicting Ukraine will soon face a demographic collapse, with its 

population projected to fall as low as 30 million by the end of this decade, and perhaps 22 million by the end of this 

century. Worse still, some Ukrainian specialists do not see any way for the Ukrainian authorities to halt this drop on their 

own. Such a freefall will severely limit Ukraine’s ability to recover from the devastation of Putin’s war, let alone raise an 

army to defend itself in the future. 

Ella Libanova, the director of the Institute of Demography and Social Research at Ukraine’s National Academy of Sciences, 

has taken the lead in warning about these dire prospects. In a series of interviews and articles, she has outlined what she 

argues is a fateful combination of factors, intensified by the war, that will cast a shadow on the demographic, and hence 

social and political, situation in the country for decades to come. Despite a tone that may strike some as overly alarmist, 

she is not an outlier as far as other demographers—Ukrainian, Russian or Western—are concerned. 

According to Libanova, “the war has inflicted a crushing blow on Ukrainian demography. In addition to military losses, 

the total number of which is still unknown, no fewer than 4,000 civilians have died and approximately 5 million have 
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saved themselves from death by fleeing abroad. Some of these people have already rooted themselves in other countries 

and will not return home.” Together with pre-war trends such as falling fertility rates, an aging population, rising death 

rates and outmigration by young specialists, Ukraine will find itself in “a new demographic hole.”  

Specifically, it will struggle to make the recovery necessary to overcome the impact of the war, which includes forming a 

large workforce, raising an army with so few young men, and collecting sufficient taxes not only to rebuild but to improve 

the lives of Ukrainians. Without massive assistance from abroad, the prospects of compounding problems for Ukraine 

are truly worrisome, she argues. 

Full revival will be all but impossible, Libanova says. Because of the departures of so many women of prime child-bearing 

age, a post-war baby boom is unlikely. In turn, the echoes of the war “will continue for several generations.” Along these 

lines, her institute explicitly predicts that there is little Kyiv can do on its own to fundamentally change this trajectory. 

She further points out that beyond the increase in mortality, the war has also deteriorated the health of all Ukrainians, 

living under enormous stress and often cannot receive medical care in a timely fashion, if at all. These losses by 

themselves do not have “a catastrophic character;” they will cost Ukraine “thousands but not millions.” The real source 

of the problem lies elsewhere, in the departure of millions to live abroad and the likelihood that many of them will not 

return. 

The key takeaway from her observations and those of other demographers is this: Vladimir Putin has inflicted even more 

terrible losses on the Ukrainian population than war-time casualties and structural damage. And these losses will cast a 

horrific shadow on Ukraine not only in the immediate future but for as far ahead as anyone can project. 

If knowledgeable in this regard, is this not a factor in Russian strategic thinking? 

Biden to U.S. oil producers: Stop thinking about your profit margins, because this is "a time of war." That's the 

message President Joe Biden sent in a letter Wednesday to seven major U.S. oil refiners—Marathon Petroleum, Valero 

Energy, ExxonMobil, Phillips 66, Chevron, BP, and Shell. While the price of gas continues soaring to record highs, as Fox 

News covers with gusto, "There is no question that Vladimir Putin is principally responsible for the intense financial pain 

the American people and their families are bearing," Biden said. "But amid a war that has raised gasoline prices more 

than $1.70 per gallon, historically high refinery profit margins are worsening that pain." 

4 lessons China should take from Ukraine: Pentagon policy chief - Colin Kahl, the undersecretary for defense 

for policy, said he hopes Russia's troubles in Ukraine are "soaking in" as China eyes Taiwan. 

When discussing the world’s response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, US officials have been up front that they are aware 

China is watching, and they’re hopeful that the strong signal of support for Kyiv will dissuade Beijing from plans to invade 

Taiwan. 

First, “I suspect they are surprised at the quality of US and Western intelligence, relative to their own 

intelligence capabilities,” Kahl said, noting that the indications are the Chinese did not believe Russia actually 

planned to invade Ukraine. “That was an intelligence failure for the PRC. And so I think they’ll have to work 

through what the implications of that are.” 

Second, and relatedly, “I suspect they are surprised by the degree to which the United States and other 

Western democracies were effective in the information domain” by pushing out warnings about Russia’s 

intentions. PRC leadership is “very focused on kind of winning the propaganda contest and shaping the 

information environment, and I suspect they believe they’re much better at it than then Western 

democracies are.” The fact the US was able to declassify information, make it public on a global scale, and 

then have it be verified by facts on the ground runs counter to that internal narrative of information 

superiority, and “is something they likely took note of.” 
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Third, Kahl said he expects China’s military to be studying intently lessons of how a superior military can be 

stymied in an offensive operation. “The Russians on paper looked like the second-best military in the world 

the day that they invaded Ukraine,” he said. “And yet, you know, the logistical difficulties, the difficulties 

with morale, the difficulties with training, the difficulties with planning, the difficulties with doctrine, and the 

tenacity and creativity of the Ukrainians to leverage advanced asymmetric capabilities” all worked to 

counter that. 

Finally, Kahl said China was “likely surprised” by how the advanced economies around the world, not just in 

Europe, responded with sanctions and export controls at a high level including “measures that create some 

damage to our own economies.” He highlighted how nations in the Indo-Pacific agreed to sanctions efforts 

because of Ukraine as sending a signal of democracy versus autocracy. 

Containment 

Allies to Discuss Ukraine's Defense Needs - U.S. Defense Minister Lloyd Austin is leading a meeting of dozens of 

his counterparts from NATO member states and other parts of the world Wednesday to discuss their latest efforts to 

boost military aid to Ukraine in the face of the nearly four-month Russian invasion. 

The talks are taking place on the sidelines of a NATO defense ministers meeting at NATO headquarters in Brussels. 

A virtual meeting of the Ukraine Defense Contact Group last month drew representatives from nearly 50 nations and 

pledges of new aid packages. Ukrainian officials continue to urge international partners to send more weapons, especially 

heavy artillery, in order to help Ukrainian forces, match up against Russia. 

"The question is what do the Ukrainians need to continue the success they've already seen in slowing down and thwarting 

that Russian objective and that'll be a major focus for the defense ministers," a senior U.S. defense official said ahead of 

Wednesday's meeting. 

NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg told reporters Tuesday that Ukraine "should have more heavy weapons." He 

said Ukraine's forces "absolutely depend on that to be able to stand up against the brutal Russian invasion." 

'Donbas is the key' 

The talks come as Russian forces push to gain full control of the eastern industrial city of Sievierodonetsk, located in the 

Donbas region that Russia has declared to be its main focus of its operation in Ukraine. 

"Hanging in there in Donbas is crucial," Ukrainian President Zelenskyy said in a video message late Tuesday. "Donbas is 

the key to deciding who will dominate in the coming weeks." 

Russia now controls about 80% of Sievierodonetsk and has destroyed all three bridges leading out of it, Luhansk regional 

governor Serhiy Haidai said Tuesday. 

With Russia's destruction of bridges, Haidai acknowledged that a mass evacuation of civilians from Sievierodonetsk now 

is "simply not possible" because of Moscow's relentless shelling and fighting in the city. 

He said Ukrainian forces have been pushed to the outskirts of the city because of "the scorched earth method and heavy 

artillery the Russians are using." 

But Haidai told The Associated Press that Russian forces had not blocked off access to the city, leaving Ukraine with "an 

opportunity for the evacuation of the wounded, communication with the Ukrainian military and local residents." 
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What Ukraine says it needs now: Anti-missile weapons—as well as 1,000 howitzers, 500 tanks, 1,000 drones, and 

more heavy weapons, according to President Zelenskyy and one of his chief advisors, speaking Wednesday and on 

Monday, respectively. Ukraine's deputy defense chief also said Wednesday that Kyiv's forces are using about 5,000 to 

6,000 artillery rounds every day, "while Russia uses 10 times more," the Associated Press reports from Brussels. And so 

far, she said Kyiv has received just 10 percent of the weapons it has requested to meet its assessment of the current 

Russian threat. 

When it comes to arming Ukraine - "We can't lose steam. The stakes are too high," Pentagon chief Lloyd Austin told 

reporters Wednesday. "Russia's invasion is what happens when big powers decide that their imperial appetites matter 

more than the rights of their peaceful neighbors. And it's a preview of a possible world of chaos and turmoil that none of 

us would want to live in," Austin tweeted Tuesday. 

White House is about to dip into that $40 billion in Ukraine authorizations to send between $650 million and 

perhaps a billion in weapons and equipment—including "anti-ship rocket systems, artillery rockets, and rounds for 

howitzers," Idrees Ali of Reuters and Bloomberg's Jennifer Jacobs and Tony Cappacio reported Wednesday morning. 

According to Jacobs, this new round of weapons "will include, for the first time, vehicle-mounted Harpoon anti-ship 

missiles." 

Ukraine has received only 10% of requested weapons — 

defense ministry - Ukraine's Defense Ministry said the country has 

only received a fraction of the arms it requested from Western 

allies to fend off Russian troops. 

"From what we said we need, we got about 10 percent," deputy 

Defense Minister Anna Malyar said in televised remarks. She 

added that there should be "a clear time frame" for deliveries. 

"We need to know clear deadlines because every day there's a 

delay, we're talking about the lives of Ukrainian soldiers and 

civilians," she said. 

Ukrainian President Zelenskyy reiterated his urgent appeal for 

heavy weapons. 

In a statement on Tuesday, Zelenskyy expressed gratitude for 

what had been delivered so far, but that "it must come faster" if 

peace is to be achieved. 

"We have shown our strength, and now it is very important that 

our Western partners show this strength together with us," 

Zelenskyy said. 

Germany will continue to supply state-of-the art weapons to Ukraine — Scholz - German Chancellor Olaf 

Scholz spoke before his meeting with Slovak Prime Minister Eduard Heger and reiterated Berlin's commitment to supply 

Ukraine with modern weaponry. 

"It is clear that Ukraine needs additional weapons for its defense," Scholz said, adding that Germany has supplied Ukraine 

with arms since the start of the invasion. 

"In this critical phase we are considerably expanding our support: We will supply Ukraine with a state-of-the-art anti-

aircraft system and an artillery detection radar, among other things," the chancellor went on to say. 
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Western officials announced additional military aid for Ukraine on June 15. US President Biden pledged $1 

billion worth of military aid, including coastal defense weapons, advanced rocket systems, artillery, and ammunition to 

support Ukrainian operations.  

NATO members additionally announced they will additionally continue to provide Ukraine with heavy weapons and long-

range systems and plan to agree on a new assistance package after consultations with Ukraine’s Defense Ministry. This 

newest round of military aid will be invaluable to support Ukrainian operations, especially in the face of increasingly 

protracted and artillery-heavy fighting against Russian forces in Eastern Ukraine, though Ukraine will require further 

sustained support. 

Humanitarian 

Russia says it will open Sievierodonetsk humanitarian corridor - Russia has said it plans to set up a humanitarian 

corridor on Wednesday that would evacuate hundreds of civilians from the Azot chemical plant in the city of 

Sievierodonetsk. 

The Russian Defense Ministry said the humanitarian corridor would be in place between 8 a.m. (0500 GMT) and 8 p.m. 

local time. 

The ministry said the evacuees would be transported to the city of Svatove in the separatist-held region of Luhansk. 

Moscow has refused to allow those trapped - up to 560 people - to flee to Lysychansk, which is under Ukrainian control. 

A spokesman for the Russian defense ministry called on Ukrainian fighters at the plant to lay down their weapons and 

surrender. He promised that their lives would be spared. 

The two British citizens who reportedly surrendered in April in Mariupol, after a weeks-long siege, were sentenced to 

death earlier this month by pro-Moscow separatist authorities. 

Russia says separatist leaders would listen to UK's appeal on sentenced Britons - Kremlin spokesperson 

Dmitry Peskov said he was "sure" pro-Moscow separatist leaders in eastern Ukraine would be willing to listen to an appeal 

from the UK over two Britons sentenced to death for fighting for Ukraine.  

But Britain had not contacted Russia about the issue, Peskov told reporters.  

Last week, a court in the breakaway "Donetsk People's Republic" in eastern Ukraine sentenced two British nationals and 

a Moroccan to death for "mercenary activities." 

Earlier on Tuesday, British Foreign Secretary Liz Truss said she "will do whatever is necessary to secure" their release 

when asked if she would be willing to negotiate with the separatist leaders. 

"I have assured the families that I will do what is most effective to secure their release and I am not going to go into our 

strategy live on air... The best route is through the Ukrainians." 

Life under Russia’s brutal occupation in eastern Ukraine: ‘You can be shot at any moment’ - Kherson fell 

early in the war, the first Ukrainian provincial capital to end up in Russian hands. Around the city, fierce fighting continues: 

In recent days, Ukrainian forces have made advances in parts of the Kherson region. 

But the city of Kherson — home before the war to nearly 300,000 people — remains occupied. Its location matters: For 

Russia, Kherson is a critical stop along a potential land bridge linking sections of the eastern Donbas region and Crimea, 

territories that have been under Russian influence since 2014. 
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Against this backdrop, Russia has already started imposing its writ in the region — both in the real world, where it has 

introduced its own currency in the area, and in the virtual one, with the Kremlin rerouting online traffic from Kherson to 

go through its communications infrastructure. Russian occupying authorities are also pressuring teachers to ditch the 

Ukrainian curriculum, substituting Russian-language instructions and history textbooks, according to local reports. 

A pro-Russian local administration has been put in place, headed by two Ukrainians: Volodymyr Saldo, a former mayor 

of Kherson, and, Kirill Stremousov, a one-time anti-vaccine blogger. Both men are wanted for treason by Ukraine. 

Although it is unclear how many Russian troops are currently operating in and around the city, the Kremlin’s influence is 

currently estimated to stretch across vast swathes of eastern Ukraine. This includes the previously occupied regions of 

Crimea, most of the self-declared separatist republics of Donetsk and Luhansk, and now the region around the city of 

Kherson as well. 

Perhaps the most important and impactful element of the occupation in the Kherson region has been the plundering of 

local resources; Russians have seized grain that was harvested in Kherson before the war and exported it to Russia. 

The overall policy seems clear: to transform Kherson — a thriving Ukrainian port city before the war — into a Russian 

colony. 

Sanctions 

Russia blacklists UK journalists over Ukraine coverage — as it happened - Several prominent journalists 

working for British news outlets have been banned entry to Russia over what Moscow describes as "one-sided" coverage 

on Ukraine. DW has more. 

Russia's Foreign Ministry blacklisted a total of 49 British citizens on Tuesday, including 29 journalists and members of 

British news organizations. 

Prominent reporters with the BBC, broadcaster Sky News, as well as The Guardian and The Financial Times were among 

those who have been banned entry to Russia. 

"The British journalists on the list are involved in the deliberate dissemination of false and one-sided information about 

Russia and the events in Ukraine and Donbass," the Russian Foreign Ministry said in a statement. 

The ministry said another 20 British citizens with links to the defense industry were also on the blacklist. 

"It's sad, but not entirely surprising," said Mark Galeotti, an expert on Russia who was among those banned. 

Geopolitics 

Xi assures Putin of China's support for Russian 'sovereignty, security' - Chinese President Xi Jinping assured his 

Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin of Beijing's support for Moscow on "sovereignty and security" during a call 

Wednesday, according to state media. 

China is "willing to continue to offer mutual support (to Russia) on issues concerning core interests and major concerns 

such as sovereignty and security," Chinese state broadcaster CCTV reported Xi as saying. 

But Xi again fell short of publicly siding with Moscow over the invasion of Ukraine, according to an account of the 

conversation from state broadcaster Chinese Central Television. 
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Canada and Denmark, together 

with Greenland, reach historic 

agreement on longstanding 

boundary disputes - Melanie Joly, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Canada and 

Jeppe Kofod, Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of Denmark, along with MÃte B. Egede, 

Prime Minister of Greenland, signed an 

agreement in Ottawa resolving 

outstanding boundary issues over 

Tartupaluk/Hans Island, the maritime 

boundary on the continental shelf within 

200 nautical miles, including Lincoln Sea, 

and the continental shelf beyond 200 

nautical miles in Labrador Sea. 

 Inuit of Nunavut and Kalaallit Nunaat/Greenland were consulted during the negotiations of this agreement. It maintains 

the traditional, symbolic and historic significance of Tartupaluk/Hans Island both to Inuit in Kalaallit Nunaat, in particular 

in Avanersuaq, and to Inuit in Nunavut, and will ensure continued access to and freedom of movement on the entirety 

of the island. 

This agreement is a significant historic milestone in the relationship between friends and neighbors and is the culmination 

of years of discussions. The efforts deployed to reach this outcome demonstrate their leadership in the region and 

commitment to resolve disputes peacefully and in accordance with international law. 

The land boundary on Tartupaluk / Hans Island reflects the strong historic and cultural relations between communities 

in Canada and Greenland. It paves the way for stronger cooperation and the establishment of an even closer partnership 

between them.  

According to Joly, "The Arctic is a beacon for international cooperation, where the rule of law prevails. As global security 

is being threatened, it's more important than ever for democracies like Canada and the Kingdom of Denmark to work 

together, alongside Indigenous peoples, to resolve our differences in accordance with international law." 

The new agreement between Canada and the Kingdom of Denmark, together with Greenland, resolves the longstanding 

dispute over sovereignty of Tartupaluk / Hans Island by creating a land boundary. It also modernizes the 1973 boundary 

within 200 nautical miles and establishes the maritime boundary in Lincoln Sea. It further establishes a boundary on the 

continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles in Labrador Sea. See map below. 

The island known as Tartupaluk in Greenlandic, and Hans Island in English is situated in the Kennedy Channel of Nares 

Strait between Greenland and Canada. The island is approximately 1.2 km², uninhabited and without vegetation or 

wildlife. However, the island has a traditional, symbolic and historic significance to the local population in the area. 

The land boundary on the island follows the natural ravine that runs the length of the island generally in a north to south 

direction. 

Continued access to and freedom of movement on the entire island for Inuit and local people living in Avanersuaq, 

Kalaallit Nunaat and in Nunavut, Canada, including for hunting, fishing and other related cultural, traditional, historic and 

future activities will be maintained. A practical and workable border implementation regime will be established for all 

visitors. 
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Five Nations Revive 51-year-old Security Pact Amid China Threat - Britain and four Asian members of the 

Commonwealth have announced efforts to expand and re-energize the Five Powers Defense Arrangements (FPDA), a 51-

year-old series of mutual assistance agreements embracing the U.K, Malaysia, Singapore, New Zealand and Britain. 

At its core, the pact commits the members to consult with one another in the event or threat of an armed attack on any 

of the FPDA members and to mutually decide what measures should be taken, jointly or separately. There is no specific 

obligation to intervene militarily. 

The pact was established in 1971, following the termination of the United Kingdom's defense guarantees for what was 

then known as Malaya. 

The issue arose at a breakfast meeting of the Five Power Defense Ministers' Meeting which is the core body of the FPDA 

on the sidelines of the three-day Shangri-La Dialogue which ended in Singapore on Sunday. 

"At the FDMM, the Ministers discussed ways to deepen existing cooperation in conventional domains, as well as grow 

collaboration in non-conventional and emerging domains, to ensure that the FPDA remained relevant in addressing 

contemporary security challenges," Singapore's Ministry of Defense said in a statement. 

"The FDMM also discussed the important role of the FPDA in building confidence, promoting a rules-based international 

order, and providing reassurance amidst a climate of heightened geopolitical tensions," it said. 

Malaysia's senior minister for defense, Hishammuddin Hussein, said at the meeting that his "biggest concern is 

unintended incidents and accidents that may spiral out of control and make it bigger than what it is." 

Though he did not mention any country by name, the most immediate security threats in the region include a possible 

attack on Taiwan by China and an accident involving North Korean nuclear missiles. 

Taiwan says China's sovereignty claims over Taiwan Strait reveal military ambitions - Taiwan rejected 

China's claim that the Taiwan Strait, the body of water between the democratic island and China, were its own territorial 

waters. Foreign ministry spokeswoman Joanne Ou said the Taiwan Strait is defined in international law as international 

waters. 

"Our government has always respected any activities conducted by foreign vessels in the Taiwan Strait that are allowed 

by international law," Ou told reporters in Taipei. "We understand and support the freedom of navigation operations 

conducted by the U.S. as these operations promote peace and stability in the region," she said. 

She said recent comments by Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Wang Wenbin laying claim to the Taiwan Strait were 

"a distortion of international law." She said Wang's comments "revealed [China's] ambition to annex Taiwan." 

While Taiwan has never been governed by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) nor formed part of the People's Republic 

of China, and its 23 million people have no wish to give up their sovereignty or democratic way of life, Beijing insists the 

island is part of its territory. 

"Taiwan is an inalienable part of China's territory," Wang told a news conference on June 13. "Taiwan has sovereignty, 

sovereign rights and jurisdiction over the Taiwan Strait." 

"It is a false claim when certain countries call the Taiwan Strait 'international waters' in order to find a pretext for 

manipulating issues related to Taiwan and threatening China's sovereignty and security," he said. 

China's ominous move towards 'military operations other than war' - China's leader Xi Jinping has paved the 

way for the Asian superpower to conduct military operations in overseas countries in an ominous step that mirrors 

Vladimir Putin's so-called "special operation" in Ukraine. 
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While details are scarce, Chinese state media has reported the Communist Party leader has signed a new order that 

expands the legal basis for the Chinese military to conduct "armed forces operations" in other territories. 

According to China's Xinhua news agency, Xi signed 59 articles which "serve as a legal base for [foreign] military 

operations other than war". 

Such operations could "aim to protect people's lives and property, safeguard national sovereignty, security and 

development interest, and safeguard world peace and regional stability," it said. 

The order comes into effect today, June 15. 

Chinese state mouthpiece The Global Times provided some more details about the apparent expansion of China's military 

remit. 

"These operations can prevent spillover effects of regional instabilities from affecting China, secure vital transport routes 

for strategic materials like oil, and safeguard China’s overseas investments and personnel," it outlined late on Monday. 

"...Like disaster relief, humanitarian aid, escort, and peacekeeping, and safeguard China’s national sovereignty, security 

and development interests." 


